BOND
Chair, Armchair
& Bar stool
By Jean-Marie
Massaud

FACTS

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Bond is a chair designed by Jean-Marie Massaud. The name Bond refers to the possibility to
concatenate and create a friendship bond with someone. This sums up the thought behind
the series. Its simple and soft form invites people to meet. The design is minimalistic not to
take focus from the individual. The elegant, modern cut and the clean form is modest yet has
a self-evident attitude. The chair has the form of a softly cupped square. Massaud wanted to
create the illusion of an object that is floating and that moves with ease.

ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING

“The thought behind Bond was to create an inviting piece of furniture that did not claim too
much attention but still had attitude. Everything is thought through in detail - the proportions,
the quality in the lines. Bond does not need to prove anything. It is simply self-evident. It is
everything you are”, says Jean-Marie Massaud.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Frame in laminated wood covered with cold foam. Upholstered in fabric or leather. Standard
leather Elmo Soft, piquet on the inside and standard on the outside. Swivel base in chrome
with glides alternative four or five castors. Bar stool: Sledge base in chrome with felt glides
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OPTIONAL
Swivel base in black, silver or white lacquer alternative in OFFECCT Flexicolour. Armrest with
leather upholstery. Semi-braked castors for hard floor. Sound absorbing felt glides.

BOND

H 785, S 460, W 520, D 600/470, 4-cross frame

H 785, S 460, W 570, A 610, D 620/470, 4-cross frame

H 785, S 450, W 520, D 620/470, 4 alt. 5 castors

H 785, S 450, W 520, A 620, D 620/470, 4 alt. 5 castors

H 840, S 790, W 460, D 480/340
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This product is available in an eco-labeled performance, certified by the Nordic Ecolabel and/or Möbelfakta.
By choosing this product you make a difference towards a better environment.

